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Ceremonial Songs for JOYW Students by Alexandra Fe 
 
These songs are social ceremonial songs, they may be sung in a ceremonial context or in a more 
relaxed community environment (ex. Women/girls circles, prayer groups, sacred song sharing, 
connecting with the Earth/Elements/Self)  
 
Certain other songs, like Lakota songs and other chants (Shipibo Icaros, doctoring songs, spirit 
calling songs) may only be sung in a specific ceremonial context as to not displease the spirits 
which work through the songs. These types of songs must be learned in person to preserve their 
purity and effectiveness, and typically an offering is made before singing. 
 
With many social ceremonial songs/Rainbow Songs, it is difficult to trace the origin, but when we 
teach a song and share where/from whom we learned it (and maybe a story about that time) we 
protect the lineage of the song, and the original composer is honored through the thread, even if 
we don't know who it is. 
 
 
We Are Created by Sound 
We are created by sound, we are created by the song of the universe (x2) 
 
singing with the trees singing with the heart of the universe singing with the whales singing with the 
honeybees  
 
all creation sings (x2) 
 
You may also substitute local animals in this song (coyotes, frogs, etc.) The origin of this song is 
unknown but it has been spread all across the world. I learned if from my friend Woody in Californi. 
 
 
Holy Fire, Sacred Water 
Step into the holy fire  
step into the holy flame (x2) 
 
Ooooohhhhhooooo Hallelujah (x2) 
 
Take me to the sacred water where I cleanse my soul 
take me to the sacred water where I become whole (x2) 
 
Oooooohhhhhooooo Hallelujah (x2) 
 
The first part (fire) of this song is a Rainbow Song, I learned in Hawaii from my friend Monica who 
learned it at a youth camp...the second part (water) was composed by my sister Reggie, a 
songweaver from Holland. 
 
 
This Rose 
I know this Rose will open 
And all my fears will burn away 
I know my soul will unfurl its wings 
I know this rose will open 
 
This song was composed at the singing alive gathering in Oregon, it was taught to me by my friend 
Claire who learned it there. 


